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Ranch Coordinates: 42 28’57 S, 173 24’09 E
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Welcome to Spey Creek
Trophy Hunting
The Home of World Record Stags

Come hunt with us in beautiful New Zealand! We’ve been all over the world,
but when we hunted in Kaikoura, we loved it so much, we bought the ranch!
Now we want to share it with you.

flavors of ‘estate to plate’ succulent, healthy and sometimes ‘a little wild’ food,
accompanied by a great selection of local wines and beers.We like to showcase
South Pacific cuisine, and where possible, source local organic food.

At Spey Creek, you’ll find that quality and customer service are our number
one objectives. For that reason, we choose not to accommodate a large number
of hunters each year.

We have thousands of acres of land to hunt and unlimited trophies. Our guests
are all impressed with the abundance and quality of the game they see, along
with the spectacular views and terrain!

Our luxury lodge is located in the hunting area and you will find the four
bedrooms, complete with luxury linens, king beds and private tiled bathrooms,
a welcome release after your days hunting adventure. Daily sightings of animals
from your lodge windows offer a special treat, especially for a non-hunter.

We invite you to come hunt with our amazing team, and join our growing
Spey Creek Hunting family.

We are proud of our zero waste policy and sustainable environmental
practices.The lodge was built with timber milled on our Spey Creek property
and it operates solely on alternative power sources and is not connected to the
National Grid system.
Every meal at Spey Creek Trophy Hunting Lodge is carefully prepared on site
with fresh, local produce. Through-out the day you will feast on lodge made
breads, cookies and other delights. In the evening enjoy the mouthwatering

Give us a call today and book your hunt ‘down under’.
You’ll be glad you did!
Good hunting,
John and Neroli McBride

Experience

The Outdoor Adventure of Your Dreams

Imagine navigating a sportsman’s paradise without worry of extra licensing
or tags and limit on the amount of animals you can hunt. Picture yourself
stalking wild game through an untouched wilderness, guided by people
passionate about outdoors.
Don’t just envision it, experience it!
The Spey Creek Trophy Hunting ranch offers an exclusive opportunity
to hunt in a naturally controlled environment, where you’ll find premium
hunting and unparalleled customer service.
Spey Creek specializes in free range and game estate trophy hunting for red

stag, tahr, fallow deer, elk and chamois, and invite you to make the journey to
their private ranch in Kaikoura so you can experience firsthand why a day at
their “office” is really just a day in paradise!
Our guides are all avid hunters and exceptionally competent with all
weapons. So bring your rifle, bow or muzzle-loader to the ranch for some
fun you won’t forget!
Whether you’re after a trophy red stag during the “roar,” the big
three (red stag, tahr and chamois) or two of every animal, Spey Creek
Trophy Hunting can accommodate you by customizing your hunt to 3
meet your specific requirements.

Lodging
Come and be our special guest at the Spey Creek
Trophy Hunting ranch, your home away from
home.
Our luxury accommodations await you
during your hunting experience in the
breathtaking wilderness of Kaikoura; the
lodge is perfectly suited for all of your
needs during your exciting expedition.
After the thrill of a hunting adventure, kick
your feet up and relax in 3,000 square feet
of luxury! Unwind by the warmth of the fire
pit before sitting down to a gourmet meal
prepared by our chef. Whether you’re in the
mood for lobster, rib-eye or venison, we prepare
it all, complete with the New Zealand wine and
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beverages specially selected to compliment your
feast.
Ready to turn in for the night? Your private suite
awaits, complete with your own bathroom stocked
with plush towels and comfy robes. Settle into
pleasant dreams in your king-sized bed, dressed
in luxurious sheets and a deluxe down comforter.
We guarantee you’ll feel refreshed and ready for a
successful day of hunting after a lavish night’s rest
at the Spey Creek lodge.
Most importantly, if there’s anything you need
(or want), don’t hesitate to ask…At Spey Creek,
you’re family.
Welcome to the experience of a lifetime!

“To say that The McBride’s ranch

and lodge are awesome is an
understatement. Everything
was absolutely OUT OF THIS
WORLD! We have hunted all over
the world and their lodge, food
and overall accommodations are
by far superior. If you choose to
hunt with Spey Creek, you will
have the hunt of a lifetime and
will be grateful that you chose to
do it with these awesome people!”

Christel
Arizona

“Each and everyone of you made

our trip INCREDIBLE! Your
wonderful hospitality went above
and beyond our wildest dreams. I
have never felt more relaxed on
a vacation or as pampered as I did
at your lodge.You truly run a high
class operation.”

Mary Kaye and Mitch
Utah
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Come experience the legend and
the magic of Spey Creek. Relax
in the comfort of Spey Creek’s
luxurious lodge set right amongst
the hunting area with great views
and daily wildlife observation,
your ultimate wilderness retreat.

Red Stag
Introduced to New Zealand by the British more than 150
years ago, red stag are revered for their majestic beauty and
are among the noblest creatures a hunter will ever encounter.
The largest stags in the world come from New Zealand!
These beautiful antlered trophy animals can be found
roaming our 3,000-acre ranch, where we believe you’ll find
the best selection in New Zealand. At Spey Creek, we can
accommodate a hunt that will bring you a representative red
stag, or a top-ten SCI stag.
Spey Creek hunters have held the record for the largest
stags shot with any weapon for the past several years. Our
guests have taken many top 10 animals in all four weapon
categories.
Fall begins around the end of February in New Zealand.
The rut starts around mid-February, running through midApril, when you’ll hear the stags roaring and the elk bugling.
Although it is fun to experience the stags roaring, there is an
abundance of game to choose from year round.

Your hunting adventure will be as regal and memorable as the
red stag you came to hunt! Hunting is a personal adventure,
and at Spey Creek we design the hunt to match our hunter’s
preference and ability. We accommodate hunters of any age
and experience level!
Most hunting is done using the spot-and-stalk method, with
the latest model four-wheel drive vehicles, quads and/or
hiking. We also offer hunters the opportunity to bow, rifle
or muzzle loader hunt, as well as the option to hunt from a
blind.
Our individual guide service at Spey Creek provides the big
game hunter with strictly private land hunts, so each hunter
receives the time and guidance they need for a successful
hunt. At Spey Creek, the hunt is about you, and what YOU
want.
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Pending World Record 819 5/8 SCI Crossbow
Myles, Texas

“John and Neroli. I want to take
this opportunity to humbly
express my sincere gratitude
for allowing me to have the
privilege of a lifetime to hunt
at your incredible ranch, Spey
Creek. The “World Record” is
more than I could have ever
imagined growing up as a child
in northern Canada!!!!! I guess
meeting both of you and the
incredible adventure was all
meant to be. I sure do miss all of
you as well as the ranch. To me
it’s the most beautiful place I
have travelled to and given that
I have been in over 50 countries
nothing more needs to be said!”
Myles,Texas
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Current World Record 740 SCI Muzzleloader
Andy, Tennessee
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Current World Record 638 SCI Crossbow
Kara, Utah

“Big thanks to Spey Creek
for the incredible hunting
experience. It has definitely
been over the top! Our lives
have been forever changed, for
GOOD! I was able to shoot a
World Record Red stag and get
engaged to the love of my life
all in the same day!!”
Kara and Mark
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2012-2018 World Record 633 SCI Archery
Sherry, Texas
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2013-2015 World Record
with any weapon 713 SCI
Mark, California
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“Thanks for a great time. Two

world records in one week!!! I
prefer quality over quantity which
is why I hunt with Spey Creek!”
Mark
California

Rifle 2011
World Record
642 SCI
Mark, California

Rifle 2011
World Record
617 SCI
Madie, Colorado

602 SCI Archery 2012
Richard, Texas

2013 – 2016
World Record
Muzzleloader
652 SCI
Mark, California
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600 Class
“Thank you for a once in a lifetime experience.You made a
dream trip come true and also made us feel so at home.”
Kelsey (middle),Texas

Cunningham’s, Texas
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647 SC I Rifle
Kelsey, Texas

617 Archery
Hayden, Oregan

“Thanks for the awesome time

an hospitality. Our time at Spey
Creek was wonderful. It’s fantastic
to have you all as new friends.You
have a world class operation.”

Bob and Kathy
North Dakota

“The week here was just an

amazing experience. Between
the amazing food, all the way
through, to the awesome guides
and spectacular views. Once
again thank you for an amazing
experience and for making our
dreams come true. The best
graduation present ever, thanks
Dad!”

Bob and Austyn
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500 Class Stags
“Spey Creek, Wow! I could hang out with you all day, every day and never get bored! John, you
are just plain awesome! Neroli, you are amazing. Martha Stewart ain’t got nothing on you! Kevin.
Wow.What an amazing experience. Never expected hunting to be so dang fun!”
Cody, (left) California

“There are no words to describe this wonderful experience - the hunt, the scenery, the

hospitality, the food and the friendship. It was all fabulous and more than could be imagined.
Thank you all so much. Your hospitality, outstanding table- fare and friendship were only
exceeded by the wonderful hunting experience of a lifetime.”

Marty and Bobbie,Texas

“Thanks to the Spey Creek family! I came here as a once in a lifetime trip and now that I’ve been
here there’s no way I can’t come back. Everyone here worked their tails off to ensure that we were
happy. From climbing the hill a dozen times to the delicious meals prepared. The countless little
details that usually go unnoticed is what really makes Spey Creek stand out.”
Chance,Texas
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“The hunting/animals were

great. The guides awesome and
entertaining! The food delicious,
the lodge and scenery beautiful.
Thank you for treating us like
family and making us feel so
welcome. We are taking many
great memories home with us.”
Rick and Regi
California
Every year at Spey Creek we have a
hunter that touches our hearts. Not
long ago, it was Rick who lost his
eyesight in a motorcycle accident.
He had to give up a lot of things in
life but with a supportive wife, the
help of his best friend, and today’s
technology, he took home a 500 class
stag in 2014!
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Wounded Warrior Hunt

We had the pleasure of hosting an amazing young Wounded Warrior. Josh
was injured in Afghanistan but has not let his injuries stop him from
enjoying the great outdoors. “Well done Josh.Your grit and determination to get to the top
of the mountain each time was inspirational to us all.”
“What an amazing
time in New Zealand.
I cannot thank
Spey Creek Trophy
Hunting, Wounded
Warrior Outdoors,
Jason Radakovich,
Hunterz hub and
my guide Frank for
this opportunity of a
lifetime. It’s hard to
describe the emotions I
been feeling with such
amazing people. I will
never forget this for
the rest of my life. I’m
beyond blessed.

Josh
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Hunt of a Lifetime
Spey Creek is honored to work with Hunt of a Lifetime to make kids’
dreams come true. We were blessed to be able to help Rebecca fulfill her
dream of shooting a beautiful red stag along side the legend Phil Phillips.
“What you all provided to my daughter and I, is absolutely priceless!
Your generosity and dedication to us during our stay here will be in
our hearts and minds for the rest of our lives. We really felt welcome
and the laughs were non-stop.”
Rebecca and Mike (Hunt of a lifetime recipient)
Michigan

400 Class Stags
“How do you describe Spey Creek? The service can’t be matched anywhere in the world. The
accommodations are perfect. In all our many travels the food has never been better. As I said
it’s hard to put into words. The animal collection here is unmatchable. Texas is jealous! We
love you all and are counting the days until our return.”
Jimmy and Justin,Texas
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Gold Stags

“Words can’t describe the fabulous

food that you served at every
meal. The Lodge is breath taking
and all your hospitality was
fantastic! From our family to your
family, thank you for a memorable
trip to NZ!! Wyatt, your sense of
humour has truly made our hunt a
memorable one.”

Tana
Texas

Gold & Silver Stags
370-399 SCI and 300-350 SCI
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“Thank you all for such a

memorable stay. We will never
forget the experience. More
animals than we could imagine. A
hunt of a lifetime.”

Dennis, Emily,Todd, Gloria,
Steve and Colleen (Left)
California

“Words can’t describe what this

hunt/adventure means to me.
Wonderful new friends and great
hunters. The experience of a
lifetime. I look forward to sharing
a hunt again and hope you’ll find
time to visit Maine and share
some Lobsters!”
Bill Gorman ‘LL Bean’
Maine

“The place and people of Spey

Silver Stags

Creek is a joy that most people
do not get to experience. We are
glad that you guys let us enjoy it
with you. I know the two world
records will be special to us as
long as we live.”

Jack and McKenzie
Wyoming
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Tahr
The snow-capped mountains of New Zealand
are a trophy hunter’s paradise; here you will
find such treasures as the shaggy-mane tahr. No
animal is as fleet of foot or death-defying!
Hunting tahr requires a drive to the high
country and then a hike by foot or a ride with
our helicopter pilot for hunters who are less
inclined to hike to the ridge top.
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A hunter traveling on foot will find that this
is not a hunt for the faint of heart, but rather,
a strenuous mountain climbing ordeal. These
beautiful animals live in the mountain ranges
above 2,000-feet. But our 100% success rate for
hunting tahr should give you confidence that you
will come home with a truly magnificent trophy!
Rut for tahr is mid-May to July, just as winter is
setting on the mountains of New Zealand.

“Paula and I had a totally awesome
time during our stay with y’all!
The hunting was the dream of a
lifetime. The ranch is so beautiful
and we were amazed daily.”

Skip and Paula
Virginia

“Prior to arrival, I had high

expectations of this hunt at Spey
Creek. It was the most positive
experience in the past 20 years.”

Jim
California

“I had a truly incredible time

at Spey Creek! Your kindness,
hospitality and last but not least,
your great hunting have given
me the outdoor experience of a
lifetime.”
Karen
NRA Magazine
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“We cannot thank you enough
for all your hospitality, laughs
and excitement. You are all
‘The best’! This is definitely a
trip we will never forget and
stories will be told for many
years!”
Corky and Brenda
Texas
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404 SCI Rifle

Corky, Texas

White Stag, White Tahr
& White Fallow

“Great times, great food, great hunting. Thank you all for
such a wonderful trip. Best vacation ever! Hope to be
back soon as possible.”

Hew (top),Texas
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Chamois
A goat-antelope species, chamois are small,
nimble animals with sharp senses and exceptional
eyesight, so planning a perfect stalk is essential.
Chamois pelts are at their best from April to
August, when they’re rich with winter colors – a
luxurious black with white facial features. From
December to February, you’ll find chamois in
their summer color, an attractive fawn tan.
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At Spey Creek, you have the opportunity to
hunt chamois on more than 80,000 acres of
private land in the KK mountain ranges which
offers the best chamois hunting in New Zealand.
You will be guided by experienced hunters
who have an eye for locating them. They may
be hunted by foot or with hellicopter, whether
they’re perched high in the rocks or sprinting
on the grassy hillsides.

“Thank you isn’t saying enough.

I am sure you get reminded
often that you have a first class
operation running, but I’ll say
it once more! Not only one of
the top hunts ever, if not the top,
but one of the all-time greatest
experiences of my life! Thank you
all so much.”

Troy, Cindy and Paola (left)
(Texas)

“Thanks for the amazing trip. It

was beyond what we expected.
Amazing food and scenery!
Everything has been first class,
and we appreciate the hospitality.
I’m glad the women got to join us
and ya’ll helped them so much.”
Natalie and Josh
Texas
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Fallow Deer
Fallow deer are one of the most beautiful
and popular exotic species of deer and yield
fine table venison.
The most distinctive features of the fallow
deer is the males broad, flatten antlers,
resembling a hand with widespread fingers
pointing backwards. The coloring of the
fallow deer varies between white and black,
following four main patterns: White, menil
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(a light brown coat with bright white spots),
common or ginger (rich brown with white
specks on the back and flanks and a black
strip) and black.
A large fallow buck weighs around 150 pounds
and when in rut, is an extremely aggressive
animal, making a great hunting conquest.

“Thank you all so much for

not only the amazing trip and
experience but for the support
and friendship you give Wes
and our family all year.You are
family!” ”

Wes and Jesika

“Thanks again Spey Creek Team

(3rd trip!).You guys never cease
to amaze us with your ranch,
hospitality, food and great
hunting! We’ve been many places
but Spey Creek is TOPS! See you
next time!”

Jim and Debbie
Texas

“Thank you for the experience

of a lifetime.You run a first class
operation from hunting to eating
all the great food. Everybody
needs to go tahr hunting. The
plane and heli ride were fantastic.
I enjoyed shooting a fallow at 850
yards and an Elk at 650. I had a
fantastic time.”

Walton
Texas
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Elk
Introduced to New Zealand in 1905 as a gift
from U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt, elk,
also known as “wapiti,” are one of the largest
species of deer in the world.
Bulls weigh an average of 700 pounds with
antlers up to 4-feet long and weighing 40
pounds, making excellent trophies and yielding
lots of lean meat that’s high in protein. At Spey
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Creek you’ll see bulls ranging from 280 SCI
to one that score 400+ SCI.
Elk are similar to red stag, as they are both in rut
from mid-March to the end of April. At this time
of year, you’ll hear bulls bugling and see them
rounding up a harem of females. An aggressive
male in a rut is an exciting conquest for hunters
at Spey Creek!

2015 to 2018 # 1 Muzzleloader World Record
Walton, Texas

“We are going to remember this

trip for decades when looking at
our trophies and it will always
bring back marvellous memories
of a perfect outfit and most
importantly of a 5 star team.Your
professionalism and dedication
were only surpassed by your
friendship to Caroline and I and
your extreme kindness to our 3
young boys. The best of the best! A
thousand thanks again”

Luc, Caroline, one shot Elliot, cowboy
western Noah and Isac
Texas

“This has been absolutely the best

week and experience and I cannot
wait to hunt again. Not only do
you have monster animals and
beautiful property, you have great
people and unbelievable food.”

Ashley
Washington
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New Zealand is known as “the
land of the long white cloud”
and at Spey Creek we are able
to experience the beauty and
wonder of the New Zealand
maritime climate on a daily
basis. Climbing high above the
clouds to capture breath-taking
views, then descending to
sunshine and majestic animals.
Te Tūtakitanga

Arapawa Rams
The Arapawa is a breed of feral sheep, unique
to the South Pacific. This black-faced ram runs
wild in the hills of New Zealand and its extreme
wariness makes it a challenging hunt. Ewes
have no horns, but rams have long spiral horns
that often measure over three feet. Mature
rams have a full curl and make for a handsome
trophy to add to your collection.
Due to living in a rather hostile and very steep
terrain, this breed often looks hunched over as
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they carry their head and tail down most often.
They have a light build and long legs making
them a rather active breed.
Most often, the Arapawa displays all black.
However, quite often, white points are
displayed. On rare occasions, an all-white
sheep can be observed. “Cocktail” Arapawas
are those that are white spotted.

Goats, Hogs & Possums
FERAL GOATS
At Spey Creek you will see billy goats in a
variety of colors: white, black, brown, grey
and ginger, although a combination of these
colors is most common. They typically run
in herds with one or two big billies per herd.
WILD HOGS
A full-sized wild boar is a large, strong animal
armed with sharp tusks and defends itself
strongly, so hunting one has often been a test
of bravery. Wild boars are currently hunted for

both their meat and to mitigate the damage they
cause to crops and pastures as well of course being
a great trophy!
NEW ZEALAND POSSUM
The possum is considered a pest in New Zealand
and is hunted for both its soft pelts (used for
clothing manufacturer) as well as pest control.
(The possums do great damage to the native bush.)
For a little evening entertainment, we enjoy taking
out the spotlight and a .22 magnum to harvest
another animal for your New Zealand adventure.
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Fishing & Water Fowl

Fishing with Jet Boats, Choppers and 4x4s
FISHING
New Zealand is home to some of the best fly and
deep sea fishing in the world. Finish your hunting
experience with Spey Creek on the mighty Pacific
Ocean at Kaikoura or amongst the hills on a
beautiful crystal clear mountain stream where
you can stalk and cast to catch ‘the big one.’
PARADISE DUCK AND OTHER WATER
FOWL
Endemic to New Zealand, the gooselike paradise
duck can’t be found anywhere else in the world
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except frequenting the pastures and stock ponds
of its native region. British explorer and navigator
Captain James Cook referred to this species as the
“painted duck!”
Duck season in New Zealand begins each year
on the first Saturday in May and runs until July.
Spey Creek offers hunters excellent opportunities
to shoot black swans, mallards, Canadian geese
and paradise ducks.
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Activities
From Spey Creek’s breath-taking location, the
adventures are limitless! National Geographic
calls Kaikoura the “Serengeti of the Ocean.”

thermal pools or sampling wine at worldrenowned wineries. Take a helicopter to fly to
the ranch, visit a winery, or to visit the health spa!

Close by is the beautiful seaside township of
Kaikoura and the inland thermal pool haven of
Hanmer Springs where there are many activities
available to enhance your New Zealand stay.
Venture into the sea for surfing and swimming
with dolphins, whale watching, deep sea
fishing, scuba diving and snorkeling, or take
in all the land has to offer with activities like
bird shooting, golf, bungee jumping, horseback
riding, Maori cultural tours, art galleries,

For those that have time to venture further
afield, New Zealand offers a varied and special
holiday experience. From glaciers and mountain
tops to wonderfully unique, picturesque holiday
resorts, New Zealand offers visitors daily
adventures that will create memories that
last a lifetime and you will definitely want
to share with family and friends. Check out
www.kaikoura.co.nz for more activities around
the region as well as New Zealand

Image courtesy of Encounter Kaikoura
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Experience
New Zealand was the last land mass on
earth to be discovered, making it the
youngest country you will ever visit!
Its awesome landscapes, lush vegetation
and forests, amazing wildlife and pleasant
but diverse climate making it a haven for
many outdoor activities, and a fantastic

place to unwind. Leave the office behind
and enjoy the stunning landscapes and
friendliness of the Kiwis.
New Zealanders have a unique culture
with European, Maori, Pacific and Asian
influences. Best of all, they speak English!
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Te Tūtakitanga

2016

WORLD
RECORD

2014
#1 WORLD
RECORD
CROSSBOW
RED STAG
638 SCI

2019
#1 WORLD
RECORD
CROSSBOW
RED STAG

John W McBride 559.901.9505 US
Wyatt McBride 830.444.2128 US
Hunt@sctrophyhunting.com
New Zealand Phone +011 64.3.319.7169
1525 East Noble, Suite 113
Visalia, California 93292
www.sctrophyhunting.com

2014
#1 WORLD
RECORD
CROSSBOW
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#1 WORLD
RECORD
CROSSBOW
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